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1. abstract 

Many scholar activists have argued that it is no longer enough to train 
researchers to become ‘discerning, detached and critical so that we can 
penetrate the veil of common understandings and expose the root causes and 
bottom lines that govern phenomenal worlds’ (Gibson-Graham 2008, 618). 
Additional training is needed in a ‘range of … practices that apply and express 
critique through physical artifacts and material-technical practice’ (Ratto et al 
2014, 86).  
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In the ‘follow the things’ genre of commodity activism, experiments in ‘critical 
making’ have generated powerful critiques of, with, and alternative to the 
injustices of 'free market' capitalism. Many of these experiments have been 
researched and catalogued on the trade justice activism website 
followthething.com, whose aim is also to inform, inspire and publish new work in 
this genre.  

One example of this new work is a series of 64 photos of re-creations in Lego of 
scenes from films, art works, and events documented on the site's pages. This 
paper will explain the principles and flow of the process through which these re-
creations came to be made, as well as the lives they have been able to have in 
the the new media ecology of web2.0 after being posted online with Creative 
Commons licenses.  

Critical making practices like this are supposed to provide more than a means to 
be reflexive about technical work or to materialize conceptual insights. They are 
supposed to provide alternative ways to bring ‘subjectivity and affect into the 
analytical realm’ (Ratto et al 2014, 90). We will see... 

followthethings.com 
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Earlier today, I talked to postgrads about followthethings.com, which I have 
designed, curated, and promoted with others, and which opened the Summer of 
2011. ftt work aims to make apparent hidden relations between the producers 
and consumers of things. The website is a database and example of this 
commodity-centred cultural activism.                                                                           

It’s designed to resemble and be navigated like a familiar online store, in which 
you will find research on 60-odd case studies. Each has its own page setting out 
how it has been described, how, why and by whom it was made to have what 
kinds of effects on its audiences, the discussions that it provoked online, and the 
impacts it seems to have had on multiple publics. Taken together, for example, 
one of the things that this research shows is that the most successful work grabs 
audiences through personal narratives, juxtaposition and montage, détournment, 
shopping interventions, critical humor and other non-didactic techniques.  

As well as showcasing and researching this work, the site is also intended to 
inform, inspire and publish new work in the followthethings genre. Groups of 
students at Exeter and Brown universities research its pages as coursework, and 
original student work is also published on the site. The Lego re-creations I’m 
talking about today are an example of this ethos on practice.  

3. Lego re-creations 

This paper is about Lego. You may be familiar with it. It’s a ‘system, activity and 
culture of play’ that can be found in 75% of Western homes. What’s significant 
about it, according to Lego theorist Jonathan Rey Lee, is that it ’embodies two 
distinct yet related underlying logics of material culture: atomism, which 
conceives of and treats objects as assemblages, and plasticity, a mythos of 
unbounded creativity and mastery over objects’ (2014, 96). Playing with Lego, he 
continues, ‘reveals a complex performativity that condenses theory into thing, 
enabling us to critically deconstruct consumer culture, playfully encounter the 
material object-other, and constructively explore ecological subject-object 
relationships’ (105).  

This paper is about Lego re-creations. You may be familiar with them, too. One 
recent book on Lego art described them as: 

“At the crossroads between fan art and pop art renewal, [where] numerous artists 
are hacking the mini figurine, fiddling with its image and placing it in strange, 
sometimes disturbing situations, building (with different degrees of benevolence) 
upon its iconic potential in ways profoundly emblematic of our time” (Bramadi 
2013, 26). 
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Famous examples include:  

Zbigniew Libera’s controversial re-creation in Lego of Nazi concentration camp, 
made and packaged as ‘sponsored by LEGO’. Acquired by the Jewish Museum 
of New York.’  

Spite Your Face’s meticulous frame by frame re-creation of ‘The Knights of the 
Round table’ song from the 1996 film Monty Python and the Holy Grail, included 
on disk 2 of the film’s DVD release in 2001.  

The 2012 protest in a Siberian city by 100 Kinder Surprise toys, 100 lego 
minifigures, 10 toy soldiers, 15 soft toys and 10 toy cars against corruption and 
electoral malpractice. People recreated a protest in which they would have been 
arrested, but protests like this were then banned as toys weren’t considered to be 
citizens of Russia.  
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Last year: Greenpeace’s ‘Everything is not awesome’ film, using the song and 
minifigures from the Lego Movie, recreated an Arctic being drowned in oil, the 
centerpiece of its campaign to persuade Lego to drop its association with Shell, 
who they accused of ‘partnering with beloved brands to clean up its dirty image 
as an Arctic oil driller’.  

And last week: a 16yr old schoolboy in Liverpool given a history homework 
assignment asking him to create something to help people remember the 
Holocaust, handed in a series of photos of his re-creations in Lego of scenes 
from the rise and fall of Adolph Hitler. He put them online, they were viewed 
all over the world, and were featured on BBC news. 

4. working with materials 

In 2012, Tara Woodyer and I wrote a book chapter whose conclusion suggested 
that ‘follow the thing’ work should not only take an approach to commodities that 
pays serious attention of their vital materialities, but should also consider the vital 
materialities in and of forms of critique (Cook & Woodyer 2012).   
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My half of the paper was based on the undergraduate module that 
followthethings.com has emerged from. This, like most follow the things work, is 
based on Marx’s understanding of commodity fetishism, as this has been read as 
a form of mischievous cultural activism of its time and later appropriated by 
filmmakers, artists, cultural activists and others to ‘defetishise’ or ‘get with the 
fetish’ of commodities to further the cause of trade justice.  

It isn’t particularly Latourian or Deleuzian in its influences, but working with Lego 
is beginning to change this. This change is based both on the process of making 
and of reading, during but mostly after this Lego making, of academic and other 
literature that might help to make sense of what we have made and done. 

Students had been making things as coursework for years, inspired in particular 
by Tim Ingold’s question: ‘Might we not learn more about the material 
composition of the inhabited world by engaging quite directly with the stuff we 
want to understand: by sawing logs, building a wall, knapping a stone or rowing a 
boat? Could not such an engagement - working practically with materials - offer a 
more powerful procedure of discovery than an approach bent on the abstract 
analysis of things already made?’ (Ingold 2007, 2-3).  

Ingold’s approach, as you probably know well, owes a great deal to Deleuze and 
Guattari and their critique of the hylomorphic model of creativity, in which form is 
‘imposed by an agent with a particular design in mind, while matter, thus 
rendered passive and inert, became that which was imposed upon’( Ingold 2010, 
92).  

With Deluze and Guattari, Ingold wants to ‘overthrow the model itself and to 
replace it with an ontology that assigns primacy to the processes of formation as 
against their final products, and to the flows and transformations of matter as 
against their states of matter’ (Ingold 2010 92).  

Trying to make sense of Lego recreations, however, seems to involve assigning 
primacy to both processes of formation (the making of Lego re-creations) and 
their final products (the photos of those re-creations that are posted online).  

There’s an intriguing passage in Ingold’s paper that is perhaps where this paper 
is going, though: ‘A work of art is not an object but a thing and, as Klee argued, 
the role of the artist … is not to give effect to a preconceived idea, novel or not, 
but to join with and follow the forces and flows of material that bring the form of 
the work into being. The work invites the viewer to join the artist as a fellow 
traveller, to look with it as it unfolds in the world, rather that behind it to an 
originating intention of which it is the final product’ (Ingold 2010, 97). 
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5. the Napoli 

What were the forces and flows of material that brought the form of these Lego 
re-creations into being, then? And what did they invite their viewers to do? 

This narrative can begin in research, in particular on the running aground of the 
container ship MSC Napoli in Lyme Bay in 2007, where many of its containers fell 
into the sea, were washed up on beaches along the E Devon coast, where 
people travelled from all over the UK to break them open and ‘salvage’ their 
contents. Front page news!  

Divya Tolia Kelly and I took this event and its reporting as the focus of a book 
chapter on ‘Material Geographies’ (Cook & Tolia-Kelly 2010). This focused on the 
material geographies of landscape troubled by this event, of commodities as 
revealed in what washed ashore and salvaged, and of art practice that emerged 
as things were made with these salvaged commodities. 
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Container ships, as powerfully shown in Allen Sekula’s recent documentary, are 
the ‘forgotten space’ of global capitalism and of ‘follow the things’ work. This is by 
far the most important way in which commodities are taken from sites of 
production to sites of consumption. 

6. Lego container ship 

A couple of years after the Napoli, back at home, there were two primary school-
aged children, one of whom loved playing Lego with her Dad. I’d bought Lego 
online from the Lego Store and we’d ended up on their mailing list. We got 
catalogues in the post. In one was the Lego Maersk Container ship, part of a 
series of Lego Maersk sets celebrating Denmark’s most famous corporations.  

I found a review on YouTube by someone who’d made one. He’d worked in the 
Merchant Navy, and was describing its accuracies compared with the real thing.  
and rounded off his review by saying ‘and this, of course, is the kind of ship that 
brought your Lego to you’. 
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I knew Lego was transported in container ships because I’d heard about the 
Tokyo Express which, hit by a storm in 1997, shed 62 containers into the sea off 
Lands End. Many of these were full of Lego pieces and, ever since, Lego 
cutlasses, flippers, spear guns, breathing apparatus octopi, brooms, daisies and 
dragons have been washed up and collected form beaches in Cornwall and 
much further afield. 

I was very keen to get one of these sets. There was something special about 
them. But it would cost over £100. I didn’t want to spend my own money on it and 
I didn’t want my daughter to play with it either. This was for work. I could re-
create in Lego the sort of thing I was researching and teaching students about. I 
wasn’t sure how I could do this though. I wouldn’t know until I got it. 

7. Lego re-creations 

Lego re-creations were in the news in 2010 and 2011, documenting key scenes 
in the Occupy movement, and being published on the Guardian’s website.  
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The one pictured here was particularly memorable: the pepper spraying of a 
peaceful sit down protest at UC Davis.  

But there were also the ‘Occupy Legoland’ photos on Facebook and twitter, that 
strange toy protest in Siberia reported in online newspapers and shared via 
social media, animated re-creations of races at the London Olympic games, and 
more.  

8. we build our Legoship 

In the summer of 2012, I was working with ftt interns Jack Parkin, Ellie Bird and 
Eeva Kemmpainen and Brown University summer school students Diana Shifrina 
and Sabrina Skau in the vacant flats on the top floor of the Hatherly Building on 
Exeter’s Streatham campus.  
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Exeter’s International Office invests money in academic staff to help us develop 
collaborative research with colleagues in overseas institutions. I have been able 
to do this every summer since 2011, when the site was finished off and published 
with intern help, those interns being the students who got the highest marks in 
the module through which most of the site’s pages are created. 

As well as employing Jack and the others, I used this money to buy that Lego 
Container ship for us to make. To get ready for the build, I put together a social 
media Storify page bringing together all we needed to know: e.g. MSC Napoli 
videos and photos (plus those of more recent wrecks like the MV Rena in New 
Zealand); news stories of container shipwrecks; and Lego recreation stories and 
photos; relevant academic and activist work, and tweeted conversations about 
any and all of this (see followthethings.com 2012). 

We watched those videos, and looked through the other material as we made the 
ship together, carefully following the instructions, taking the right hard plastic 
bricks and clicking them together to make a solid whole, piece by piece. We 
tweeted as we went along, documenting how were talking about putting it 
together, and showing how the build was going. We hoped that this live tweeting 
from our Lego shipyard might gain some interest and interaction online. 

9. which is launched and runs aground 
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I wanted to re-create in Lego iconic photos of the MSC Napoli wreck. I also 
wanted to have a wreck of a Lego ship that, like that reviewer had said, was the 
kind of ship that bought your Lego to you. There was yet another container ship 
that had been important to us the year before: the Cosco Pacific which we had 
tracked and tweeted live as it was bringing the 5,000 shopping bags we’d had 
made in China to the UK; the bags with ladybirds on them. Just like Tesco’s. So, 
the ship we made was was called the FTT Ladybird. 

Once it had been made, I borrowed my daughters’ box of Lego from home, 
brought it in and tipped it onto the table in the Hatherley Flats. We then began to 
re-create photographs of the Napoli shipwreck, the goods it spilled on to the 
shore, and their salvage. We chose the photos that had become the most iconic 
media representations of this event.  

We wanted to re-create a famous wreck story, with some twists. We tweeted this 
‘live’ over a few days and added photos and captions to followthethings.com’s 
Facebook page., like this: 

1. Startled by the sunshine, the FTT Ladybird runs ashore on the Hatherley 
Flats, along the mid Devon coast. Its containers begin to fall into the sea. 

2. Containers & their contents wash up onshore all along the mid-Devon coast. 
People flock to the beach to see what's there. 

3. Soon the containers wash ashore. This photo of superheroes wheeling away 
a £25,000 motorbike encourages others to visit the beach to see what they 
can take home from the wreckage. 

4. After the photograph of superheroes helping themselves to a batbike appear 
in the press, people from all over Europe visit Hatherley beach to help 
themselves. 

5. In the excitement on Hatherley beach, 2 young minifigures take a box of 
precious crockery belonging to a Swedish couple retiring overseas. After the 
story hits the press, they sheepishly return the goods. 

This wasn’t an exact re-creation. We had to work with the pieces we had, and 
bought the only Lego motorbike that was available in Exeter’s Toys R Us at the 
time. But this added something extra to the re-creations, we thought. 
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We hoped these photos and the drama we tried to create around them would get 
social media users interested in what we were doing. I also wanted to do this to 
enable Divya and I to publish a version of that chapter online without having to 
pay Getty images for the photos. 

10. 3 weeks playing with Lego 

The 2012 interns and summer school students worked for me for the first 6 
weeks of the summer holiday.  

During the first week, we asked a visiting performance activism scholar to help us 
develop our critical creative faculties through two days of performance activism 
training. They then spent the following 3 weeks finishing student-coursework-
created pages for the site: finishing off research, editing, adding and/or making 
consistent the references, and so on.  
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This was detailed, careful work with quite rigid criteria ... ugh. Interesting but 
tedious. After finishing this work, I promised them 3 weeks of creating new work 
that would be informed/inspired by the site, and would be published on the site. I 
had no idea what that would be. Making the ship started this off, and bringing in 
that box of Lego was the next step. Our next stage of Lego work could now start 
to take shape.  

We had two rooms in the Hatherly flats - an office and a conference room with a 
big table in the centre. This became our Lego Lab, bringing together people, with 
ideas, and expertise, and hundreds and hundreds of Lego pieces.  

We started to make, fiddle, chat, experiment with these pieces until we had a 
brainwave. Why not re-create in Lego scenes from the pages we’d been 
researching? We’d all been doing that, and making these scenes provided a way 
for us to talk about the site’s pages and what we’d learned from making them. 

The first included Eeva's recreation of a slaughterhouse scene from Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter’s film ‘Our Daily Bread’: "One shot shows a man insouciantly sawing a 
cow carcass down the middle with an instrument that looks like it could have 
been nabbed from the set of a big-budget sci-fi movie. When he has finished, he 
pulls his mobile out of his overalls and starts chatting like he’s at a bus 
stop" (Source: Jenkins 2008 np).  

I recreated the taking of a candid photo from Foxconn's iPhone production line 
because, in 2008, ”A young woman working in a factory in Shenzhen has 
become a global internet phenomenon after photos of her smiling on the 
production line were found on a new iPhone shipped to Britain" (Source: Huifeng 
2008a, p.4). 

Another of Eeva’s recreations included the arrest in Brooklyn of notorious human 
organ dealer Levy-Izchak Rosenbaum, as described in the work of anthropologist 
Nancy Scheper-Hughes. What was important here, is that we didn’t only re-
create photographs and film footage, we re-created the taking of photographs, 
and scenes that we created from descriptions, scenes which were never 
photographed. We were using lego to visualize, bringing words to life. 

11. using social media… 

Jack, Sabrina, Ellie, Eeva, and Diana started to make out of Lego plenty of other 
scenes from the pages that they’d researched in the weeks before. Eeva, for 
example, had worked up for publication a page on the iPhone game Phone Story, 
which encouraged gamers to ‘follow your phone’s journey around the world and 
fight the market forces in a spiral of planned obsolescence’. 
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One of the game’s levels was a tasteless commentary on the reported suicides of 
Foxconn factory workers assembling Apple products in Shenzhen China, jumping 
from factory roofs to their deaths below. Newspaper reports at the time included 
photos of suicide prevention nets being put up in response. In the game though, 
your task was to move stretcher-bearers from side to side on the screen to catch 
the falling bodies. 

Eeva re-created this scene in Lego and tweeted the photo to the game’s makers 
who retweeted it to their followers. 

12. summing up emotions 

The photos were tweeted, shared on Facebook and uploaded to flickr, with the 
text that they were supposed to illustrate copied below, along with a link to the 
finished followthethings.com page on that example. 
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The flickr photos were also embedded onto the pages of the site, the first thing 
you see after the database information, in the hope that visitors might give a 
page a second glance… and also because we began to think that each image 
captured something about the whole page, summed it up somehow. 

Sabrina re-created this scene from the BBC documentary series ‘Blood sweat 
and takeaways’ in which young UK consumers worked in, for example, fish 
processing factories in SE Asia whose produce was sold in the UK. In one scene, 
there was an altercation between two of the male participants. One pushed the 
other into a glass door. As a result, the male participants were kicked out of the 
factory and one was sent home in disgrace… 

Sometimes, when we get in touch with the makers of the work we study to tell 
them what we’ve done, they reply. What we found quite quickly was that, while 
they often appreciate our meticulous research into the significance and impact of 
their work, the Lego recreations offered more. Take for example, the email we 
received from the director/producer of Blood, Sweat and Takeaways. He said: 
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“I love the immortalisation in Lego, it neatly sums up all the emotions in the series 
perfectly…!” 

When we asked people to write short reviews of the site for its peer review page, 
the importance of these Lego re-creations became more intellectualised. Matt 
Hockenberry, the developer of the Sourcemap platform, wrote for example: 

“What is notable about the work [on followthethings.com] is not its depth of detail, 
which is significant … but rather the breadth of initiatives it brings under its 
banner. A favorite of mine is the “Made in Lego” series, which recreates 
contemporary accounts of the disjunctures between production, consumption, 
and everyday life. Not only do these lego enactments produce openly assembled 
bespoke imagery, imagined encounters, and clever juxtapositions, they invite 
construction in the literal and figurative sense.” 

13. reflections on making 
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Scholars of ‘critical making’ argue that what’s learned through the making is 
much more important than the finished product. So, at the end of our 3 weeks of 
Lego work, we held an open day for our funders, friends and collaborators. One 
person who came was the geographer of play, Tara Woodyer. She asked us all to 
reflect on what we had learned for a post she was writing on her 
materialsensibilities blog. 

Sabrina had done something like this before, and wrote: ‘When I was fifteen I 
made two stop-motion videos using my Star Wars Lego mini figures, one of 
which was a re-telling of Book 12 of Homer’s Odyssey. I realised then the 
potential of Lego for creative story-telling and engaging audiences and was thus 
very excited to bring Lego into the ‘follow the thing’ experience.’ 

Ellie had never done anytihng like this before, and wrote: ‘Lego seemed to 
require some sort of inbuilt skill! But I copied what everyone else seemed to be 
doing and got tactile. I get it now. There is definitely a sense of achievement 
when you finish a small scene and it actually looks good. Especially 
photographed, there is something visually captivating about Lego.’ 

I struggled to describe what we’d made, saying: ‘A lot of the … scenes and 
photos made have an amazing quality, for me at least, of being shockingly … I 
don’t know what the word is … hilariously uncomfortable, powerful, awful, in a 
good way, tasteless, carefully shocking, dark, spooky.’ 

And Eeva wrote about what she hoped this making and sharing would do: ‘the 
actual making things with your own hands and taking a photo of it for other 
people gives space to discuss uneasy, even disgusting sides of commodity 
production. I would appreciate if our work – text and pictures together – would 
increase multi-sided discussion and get a critical message across to young 
people, especially. And if not, at least I consider my own thinking to be changed 
and awareness expanded’. 

14. giving them Creative Commons licenses 

We were beginning to get a sense of how this work, to go back to Ingold, ‘invites 
the viewer to join the artist as a fellow traveller, to look with it as it unfolds in the 
world’.  
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Putting the photos on flickr, and adding tags like, for example, ‘iPhone Girl’, 
Foxconn, Shenzhen, Apple, we hoped that web users doing image searches 
might come across our photos, take a second look, see what they illustrated, 
want to find out more, visit out site. That was the idea. But we also wanted the 
photos to travel, too, so gave all of them creative commons licenses so that they 
could be reproduced elsewhere.  

These photos, to date, have had many thousands of views, and have also begun 
to be used in other publications including an article in Wired about robots 
replacing people on Foxconn’s production lines, and in an article in Truthdig 
critiquing the ‘hollow arguments’ made against higher wages for factory workers. 
Both mention followthethings.com as the source of the images, and hopefully 
connect these articles to our site… 

What’s interesting about these photos is that both have been used in the spirit 
that they were made, these Lego scenes are unfolding in the world of web2.0. 
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15. ‘What’s with all these…?’ 

You might have come to this talk expecting this to be trivial stuff, a bit of light 
relief… It’s certainly an odd experience to stand here talking to you about what 
my interns and I have been making with Lego. How could this be serious 
academic work? What kind of serious academic work is it?  

These images exist in the new media ecology of web2.0. In the process of 
making followthethings.com and its Lego re-creations, we have tried to learn how 
to work effectively in this environment. Here, what’s been helpful every now and 
again have been brief online discussions about what on earth we’re doing, and 
how significant it is in terms of trade justice activism. 

One discussion was started in a tweet by science journalist Andy Extance, asking 
‘What’s with all these ‘Lego versions of…’ sites? Has the Lego marketing 
Department gone for a full-on viral attack?’ 
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In response, we tried to explain what were doing, but then geographer Angela 
Last chipped in, saying this was ‘political lego’ and directing us to Libera’s 
Concentration Camp sets which, she said, had started it all. Searching online for 
more ‘political lego’, we came across a ‘politics junkie and news hound with a 
thing for Lego’, who went by the name of Legofesto. 

She had recreated scenes from the ‘War on terror’ and made them available on 
Flickr in sets, such as ‘Police brutality at the G20’, ’Guantanamo Bay’, Sri Lanka 
bombing, Abu Graib, and Darfur.  

Her intention with the Guantanamo Bay scenes, for example, was to ‘keep the 
memory of what happened to detainees in US custody during the Bush 
administration alive’, by ‘stripping the original image down to its shocking 
essentials’, transmitting tension through Lego scenes whose mini figures show 
‘fear, hopelessness and powerlessness’, physically burning the lego bricks and 
snapping apart the mini figures where appropriate, and cutting and pasting a 
news story beneath each one without passing comment herself.  

She was simply ‘re-creating’ widely-reported scenes, including scenes so 
distressing that conventional photographs of them had not been published. 

As one Wired journalist put it, her ‘use of children’s toys is at once sanitizing and 
horrifying and many of the images have received thousands of views’. 

16. relations to wider activist work 

Legofesto explained to the press why she had made this work. The War on Terror 
was ‘treating [people] as if they had no more moral worth than a toy figurine’.  

She’d seen her son ‘throwing his minifigures into a toy prison’ and wanted to see 
what happened when she ‘used the language and toys of play to depict the real 
world at its harshest and most unjust’.  

By playing with Lego, she could create a visual tension in these Lego scenes 
that, she hoped, would make the viewer ‘linger longer’.  

Posted online, the images, she hoped, would help to keep these atrocities in 
internet users’ minds, and ‘keep conversations about torture and state violence 
going, even after the news cycle had moved on’.  

They would come up in searches, look intriguing, get some hits, and thereby 
keep the story alive … at least a little. 
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These re-creations were powerful stuff. She said she’d been amazed when freed 
Guantanamo Bay prisoner Moazzem Begg told her that he’d used her re-
creations ‘to explain to his children what he had been through’.  

Coincidentally, the first re-creation we put online was the moment when 
Moazzem Begg realized that both he and the shackles that restrained him were 
‘Made in England’. 

17. imagine 

When I put this presentation together, I was hoping that - by this stage - some of 
you may have laughed at some of the re-creations I’d shown. And then maybe 
felt guilty for laughing. And then wondered why you should feel that way. And 
then said to yourself … I’ll have a look at these, maybe share one or two of them 
online with my friends, use them in lectures, maybe try to make one myself - I’ve 
got some of those pieces, I like the way they’ve used them, to get that critique 
right - send it to Ian, get it published on followthethings.com, add it to the 
publications on my CV. These are publications on my CV! Or should be. That, as 
far as I’m concerned, would be ‘joining the artist as a fellow traveller’… 
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This is DIY work. None of the people who made it would consider themselves to 
be an artist. But the work that we have produced can be said to be artistic in the 
way that Ingold uses the term. This work is made to unfold in the world, 
somehow, based - perhaps - largely on its ability in its making and sharing to 
evoke the kind of ironic juxtapositions - described by James Brassett - that can 
be ‘playful, chiding us to drop the straight faced moral seriousness that freezes 
ethical (self-)critique, [but] can [also] connect up with tragedy’ (2009. 223), and 
creating the kind of jokes that can - as Paulo Virno puts it - ‘open up an oblique 
path that links together heterogeneous semantic contents previously 
unrelated’ (in Lewis 2010, 644).  

That’s follow the things work, re-imagined. I think. Making things and following 
them forwards. 
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